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May 14, 2015

Romy Adame-Wilson
Campaign Finance Analyst
Federal Election Commission
999 E St., NW
Washington, DC 20463

ID:  C00491654

Reference:  September Monthly (8/1/14-8/31/14) and October Monthly (9/1/14-9/30/14)

Dear Ms. Adame-Wilson:

This letter is in response to your requests for additional information, dated April 9, 2015.

1. Your letter indicates that line 11(c) in both reports discloses one total on the Schedule A and a different total on
the Detailed Summary Page.  Schedule A discloses contributions made payable to other federal committees that the
Committee received and forwarded to the recipient committee.  Because Citizens for Prosperity in America Today PAC acted
as a conduit, the contributions are disclosed on the above referenced reports.  However, due to limitations in our
filing software (Aristotle, which is approved by the FEC), these contributions will only itemize on Schedule A as they
are currently disclosed.  Each of these PACs conduit contributions do not affect their aggregate totals given to
Citizens for Prosperity in America Today PAC and are not included in total receipts on the summary pages, but the filing
software includes them in the totals on the Schedules.  The September Monthly report (and every subsequent report filed
for calendar year 2014) has been amended to correct the discrepancy on 21(b).
2. The Committee hosted events for several federal committees in 2014.  The costs associated with these events were
reported as in kind contributions to those federal committees.  In addition, Citizens for Prosperity in America Today
PAC requested refunds of these excessive contributions from Pat Roberts for US Senate, The Thom Tillis Committee and
Terri Lynn Land for Senate.  The Committee has recently sent a reminder to each of these recipients to send a refund for
the excessive portion of the in kind contributions.
3. The Committee made contributions for Primary Debt Retirement and 2014 Primary Runoff Debt Retirement at the request
of each campaign noted in your letter.  Each recipient verified at that time that there was sufficient debt to request
these contributions.

Sincerely,
Lisa Lisker
Treasurer
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